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The show home for the Seasons detached residences (above) has an open-concept layout on
the main level. Shown here is the four-bedroom Carleton plan. Wayne Leidenfrost — PNG
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The Radius town home show suite has a large kitchen with plenty of cupboard
space One of four plans on offer, it is a corner unit with three bedrooms.

Creating ‘wow’ factor the key
consultant: Colour crucial in inserting ‘chic’ into rooms at Seasons and Radius
By Michelle Hopkins
Special to The Province

Part of the challenge many interior designers encounter when they
design a show home is in creating
one that stands out from the rest,
one that leaves a lingering impression on prospective homebuyers.
This is a challenge Carolyn Lino
Stewart, design consultant with
Concept to Design Inc., knows all
too well.
In designing both the Seasons and
Radius show homes at Vesta Properties’ Milner Heights new-home
community in Langley, Lino Stewart used colour to create rooms with
that added “wow factor”.
For the clean, contemporary flair
that defines the Radius town houses, her design team went with blue
and grey – adding a chic accent on
the walls and furniture, as well as in
accessories such as the funky blue

The facts
Project: Seasons at Milner Heights
What: 98 3-and 4-bed detached residences (35 remaining)
Where: Langley
Developer: Vesta Properties
Size: 2,126 sq. ft — 2,473 sq. ft,
excluding basements
Price: From $599,000, including HST
Open: Sales centre: 20856 71B Avenue; Hours: 1 — 5 p.m., Sat — Wed
lamp and vases in the living room
and dining room.
“We also used a non-typical furniture selection in the nook area
off the kitchen,” says Lino Stewart.
“Rather than just chairs at the table,
we used banquette seating against
the wall to free up space, which also
allows little ones to slide in and sit
together.”

Project: Radius at Milner Heights
What: 70 townhouses (22 remaining)
Where: Langley
Developer: Vesta Properties
Size: 3 bed, 1,636 sq. ft — 1,971 sq. ft.
Price: From $339,900, including HST
Open: Sales centre: 20831 70th Avenue; Hours: 1 — 5 p.m., Sat — Wed

To encourage conversation, Lino
Stewart went for a round table in
the dining room, and then added a
complementary round light fixture
above it.
For that casual, transitional look
Lino Stewart fashioned for Seasons — the detached home neighbourhood at Milner Heights — she
spiced up the space with bold reds,

warm cinnamon and rust, rather than using a soft hued palette.
“We also used a red sectional in the
family room. … The red was to pop
out of the interior colour scheme,”
says Lino Stewart.
“The sectional provides casual and
comfy seating versus the typical sofa
and love seat.
“We also wanted to show that sectionals are not just for rec rooms.”
Lino Stewart went on to say that her
team was looking to inspire homeowners to “think outside the box”
and to use colour as a backdrop for
a more a dramatic statement.
“In addition to esthetics, our goal
is to have the homes feel livable and
show their functionality,” says Lino
Stewart, adding both homes were
targeted towards young families.
The design team spent days scouring the shelves of big box stores to
scout out accessories that married
well with the custom upholstered

A shopper’s guide
For accessories:
■ HomeSense
■ Pier One Imports
■ Home Outfitters
furniture.
“We form a vision and select our
feature items; then we continue adding to those,” says Lino Stewart.
There was also an attempt made to
take a nature theme, and make the
most of it inside the home.
“For Radius, we thought of waterscapes of B.C. with blues and green
mixed with browns,” says Lino Stewart. “Seasons is like autumn foliage
with warm tones of reds, browns,
with greens.
“It’s all about honouring the beautiful, natural landscape of Milner
Heights in the inside.”

